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Mumonkan Case 35

Yesterday  I  spoke  about  breathing.   I  told  you  that  when  you  are  doing  in-

breathing, at that very same time you are doing out-breathing.  I don’t think that you have

been taught about breathing in this way before.  Probably everybody thinks that when

they are breathing in, their out-breath is at rest, and only after they finish breathing in do

they breathe out.  The reason that kind of thinking comes up is because that kind of

thinking is based upon fixating the subject and fixating the object.  The subjective self

and the objective self, neither of them are fixated.  Tathagata Zen emphasizes that when

the subject, minus, in-breathing is acting, simultaneously the object, plus, out-breathing is

also acting.  

This is really the place where I should explain why it is that plus and minus act

simultaneously, but I don’t really have the time to do that.

What  I  want  you  to  get  from today’s  teisho  is  simply  the  fact  that  they  do,

inevitably, act simultaneously.

When the  self  moves,  then without  fail  that  which is  other  than  the  self  also

moves.  If when you move, the other (that is not yourself) just stays absolutely still and

unmoving, then, I suppose that when the other moves you will stay absolutely still and

unmoving.  Following in this way of thinking, if the other moves but you, the subject, the

self,  do not move, then I suppose that means that you don’t have to look at the other, you

don’t have to think that there is any other.  

I always tell you, however, that it is only because there is the one receiving that it

is possible for the one who gives to give.  Similarly, when the expanding activity acts, it
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is because there is the opposite and complementary contracting activity to receive that

expansion  that  it  can  expand.   The  expanding  activity,  through  doing  expanding,

experiences  the  world  of  the  contracting  activity,  and  at  that  very  same  time  the

contracting activity as well experiences the world of expanding.  

In this way, without fail the two activities will manifest a world of encountering

each other.  Tathagata Zen emphasizes that the reason why these two opposite activities

do unfailingly meet each other is that they are acting in one shared world.  

The way Tathagata Zen teaches and explains about this situation is to say that

when the two activities meet,  that meeting is never fixated.   Undoubtedly they break

through that meeting.  That breakthrough means that plus dives into the world of minus

and minus, simultaneously, dives into the world of plus.  This is how they experience

each other.  

What if plus and minus had their own will, what if they had selves? What if it was

time for plus to dive into the world of minus but minus said, “I’m sorry, my room is a bit

of a mess right now, I don’t want you to come in,”?  Or oppositely, if minus was about to

enter the world of plus, he might say, “It is not a good time.  It is an inconvenient time for

you to come in, please don’t.”  

In this sort of situation, let’s say plus, having been rejected, thinks, “I have to

affirm myself some way, if I don’t affirm myself who will?  If I don’t affirm myself, I’ll

just disappear!”  So he might try to force the situation,  he might try to overcome the

impossible.  This is how Tathagata Zen explains conquering.  

The way Tathagata Zen explains conquering is to say that sometimes the situation

of  conquering  occurring  is  caused  by  the  subject,  but  sometimes  the  situation  of

conquering occurring is caused by the object.  

In the origin, however, plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, have no will.

Therefore, conquering never happens.

When each “I  am” self  affirms  itself  only,  when plus  and minus  are  bent  on

finding only their own benefit and convenience, then of course conquering will have to
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happen.  In our world as it is in fact, men are strong and self-centered and selfish, and

although there are times when women are the ones who give rise to conquering, it is most

of the time the men who are doing the conquering.  

In the source, however, as I just said, because plus and minus have no will, there

is no conquering.  

So the problem is where does the will come from in the first place?  From the

will-less world, how does the willful world, our human world, manifest?  This has always

been the essential question, even before the birth of Buddhism, from ancient times these

sages and wise ones have contemplated more and more deeply this problem: why is it

that we human beings appear right in the midst of this will-less world?  Why is will

manifest right in the body of will-lessness? 

In the origin, in the original world, plus and minus have no will, there is no will,

there is no knowing, there is no thinking in that world.  That is a world of total equality.  

Plus and minus meet, and they break through that meeting, and then they are in

opposition  to  each  other.   There  would  be  no  breakthrough  if  there  were  not  any

opposition.  But they do break through each other, and plus does experience the world of

minus, and minus will experience the world of plus, and so somehow we have to find a

way to grasp this breakthrough and the fact that the two activities are opposite from each

other.

As I was telling you yesterday, plus and minus have the same amount of power.

Buddhism says that their natures are different, their characters are different.  Plus has the

plus character and minus has the minus character, but their essential power is the same.  

When  it  comes  to  equality,  I  think  that  it  is  fair  to  say  that  it  wasn’t  until

Buddhism was born that equality was clearly taught.  In fact, it wasn’t until Buddhism

was  born  when  correct  discrimination  was  taught  as  well.   Buddhism was  the  first

teaching that taught about discrimination, too.  

Some people might say that the Buddha himself, Shakyamuni, did not say that.

Shakyamuni said in fact that to clearly be able to grasp the principles of equality and
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differences is the result of enlightenment, but that he was not the first one to have that

experience of enlightenment.  He said that there were, in fact, many Buddhas before him

that had this same experience that he had.  The Buddha who was first called Siddhartha

was very clear about this when teaching his own disciples.  He said, “I am not the first

one to clearly experience the true principles of differences and equality.  I wasn’t the one

that discovered this.” 

Why did he say that?  Buddhism says that you have to investigate this principle

for yourselves as well.  One example of this is to take a tug-of-war.  There might be one

man on one side and one woman on the other side, or fifty on either side, but in any case,

they  have  equal  strength,  and  so  there  is  no  moving  in  one  direction  or  another.

Buddhism teaches about this really big tug-of-war, fifty or one hundred people on each

side, it doesn’t really matter how many people you say.  But the men are on one side and

the women are on the other side, and they have an equal amount of strength.  If the rope

was big enough I suppose they would just stay there, stuck, and nothing would happen.

But if the rope isn’t strong enough, then right in the middle as they’re pulling, first it will

smoke and then it will catch fire and then it will snap in two.  Fifty people on each side,

pulling equally, and then the rope smoking and burning and snapping in two - in fact,

there really aren’t ropes like that in our world.  But it will, inevitably, break in two.  

No principle can appear that denies this fundamental principle of equality.  Plus

and  minus  are  essentially  equal  to  each  other.   This  is  what  you  have  to  carefully

contemplate for yourselves in zazen.  If the men were stronger than the women, and the

rope didn’t break, then the women would simply be pulled along behind the men.  And if

the women were just pulled along behind the men, then they would never separate from

each other.  But the state of separation and opposition will, inevitably, occur.  Therefore

Buddhism says that it is impossible to deny the natural law of the inevitable separation.  

The  activity  that  I  am  describing  is  exactly  like  the  activity  of  thunder  and

lightening.  Thunder and lightening do this activity of unifying and separating, over and

over.  
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Nobody can know the total power of plus or the total power of minus.  When total

plus and minus are manifest, there is nobody there to know it.  A human being can think

all they want about how heavy this universe is, but you’ll never come to any conclusion,

you’ll  never  be  able  to  understand  how  heavy  the  universe  is  through  your  human

thinking.  Similarly, nobody can think how heavy plus is or how much minus weighs.  

Buddhism says the same thing about  size.   Nobody can say how big the plus

world is or how big the minus world is.   Buddhism comes to a very clear conclusion

about this.  We have these two words, possible and impossible, and Buddhism says that it

is simply impossible to know these things, that these things are unknowable. Buddhism

clearly says that you should not try to use your human thinking to know them.  

Plus, no matter how highly advanced his thinking might be, will never be able to

know minus  through thinking.  Similarly, no matter how hard minus thinks, through that

thinking she will never know plus.  The only way to manifest the wisdom that knows is

through direct experience.  It is very difficult to truly understand this, but if you simply

unquestioningly accept your human thinking, then you will never be able to know plus or

minus.  

It  is  when  plus  and  minus  simultaneously  break  through  each  other  and

simultaneously  do  the  activity  of  experiencing  each  other  that  the  true  world  of

experience manifests.  It is only through direct experience that plus and minus can truly

know each other.  If we insist on asserting our “I am” selves and fixating to our “I am”

selves, then we will never be able to have this experience.  It is only through actually

breaking through east other and experiencing each other that we can know each other.

I am trying to explain to you just how bad it is to attach to your “I am” self.  Can

you see just how much trouble it causes? 

On the other hand, if the “I am” never manifested, then we would just always be

making mistakes.  If men always asserted their strength and just went around and did

whatever  they wanted to do selfishly,  self-centeredly,  it  would be a terrible  situation.

They would marry this person and then discard her, and then marry the next person and
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discard her, and marry the next person!  

On the other hand, if we give the women too much respect and too much honor,

then they will be the ones who go around divorcing all of the men.

All of these kinds of behaviors are behaviors that violate the dharma activity that

is naturally  making this world.  

When one person says, “Let’s get a divorce,” that is when, for the first time, these

two distinct positions appear: the aggressive, leading position of the one saying let’s get a

divorce, and the passive, following, reactive position of the person whom that is said to.

Both of these positions are in violation of the dharma activity.  Both of these positions are

not reality itself.  Both of these positions are ghosts, according to Buddhism.  

This is a good opportunity for us to investigate ghosts, because this koan is taking

up the subject of ghosts.  

The  question is,  whether  it  is  a  man or  a  woman,  why does  any “I  am” self

manifest in the first place?  I’ve been telling you that plus and minus inevitably will meet

each other and just as inevitably they will break through that meeting and experience the

world of the other.  

There is this word ‘infinitesimal’ - infinitesimally small, ultimately small, smaller

than the smallest, and then even smaller than that.  And this infinitesimal amount is the

amount that plus and minus both give when they break through each other and separate

from each  other.   A  new manifestation  appears  that  is  made  up  of  these  ultimately

infinitesimal parts of plus and minus.  They come together and manifest something.  The

moment this ultimately infinitesimal manifestation appears, plus and minus are no longer

plus and minus.  Plus is not plus anymore, minus is not minus anymore.  

In other words, within the way of instruction of Tathagata Zen, we say that when

the ultimately infinitesimal self is born that is when, for the first time, mother and father

are born.  When mother and father manifest,  simultaneously that is when the child is

manifest.  Or conversely, when the child manifests, simultaneously that is when mother

and father, for the first time, manifest.  This way of explaining it in Tathagata Zen I think
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is not the ordinary way.  

Ordinarily,  people  think  that  their  mothers  and  fathers  were  born  before

themselves.  This is way of thinking is a way that fixates mother and father, and further,

this way of thinking negates the natural principle that all children will grow and develop

into mothers  and fathers  themselves.   All  children  will  go on to  win the position  of

mother and father for themselves.  

The  moment  we  fixate,  with  our  thinking,  mother,  father,  and  child  we  are

denying the natural law of growing and developing, so that type of thinking is not good.  

These are the questions that we are contemplating in Tathagata Zen, this is the

practice  of  Tathagata  Zen,  to  appeal  to  our  direct  experience  and  contemplate  the

questions of where does the child come from, where does mother come from, where does

father come from?  We have to continue our practice until we manifest the wisdom for

ourselves that sees that mother, father, and child manifest at the same time.  

When plus and minus totally unify, as I have been telling you, that is the state of

the source.  The source belongs to plus and also to minus.  The nature of the source is to

be simultaneously held by both plus and minus.  Plus and minus together are holding

their one shared world of the origin, but they are also opposing each other; therefore, we

must also find a way to recognize that plus has his own origin and minus has her own

origin.  

According to Tathagata Zen it is taught that the source of plus is the ultimately

small, the source of plus is the ultimately small point at the very center.  (The ultimately

small  is  in  contradistinction  to  the  ultimately  large.)   The  source  of  plus  has  been

manifest  by  minus.   Minus  contracts  everything,  minus  unifies  everything  to  the

ultimately small, and that is the source of plus.  And then, that ultimately small expands,

and the ultimate point of expansion is the result of the plus activity, and that result is the

origin of contraction.

There is nothing hard about this.  If you just sit and contemplate this, you can

easily manifest the wisdom that knows this principle.  But it seems that it is just hard for
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you folks.  I think it is fair to say that almost everybody doesn’t understand this, even

people  who have  been  practicing  for  ten  or  twenty  years.   But  most  people  say,  “I

understand.”  What are those people teaching who say that they understand, anyway?  I

need them to get serious!  

The  expanding  activity  expands  and  manifests  its  result.   The  result  of  the

expanding activity is the ultimately large.  The ultimately large, which is the result of the

expanding activity, becomes the origin of the contracting activity.  Then the contracting

activity acts and manifests its result, which is the ultimately small, which is the origin of

the expanding activity.  

This is why Buddhism teaches that the origin and the result are the same.  They

are the same, but since plus and minus are opposing forces, they are also not the same.

The plus activity is standing up right on his very source, and at that moment minus is at

her source.  But the source of plus is the result of minus, and the source of minus is the

result of plus.  The origins of plus and minus are in no way ever fixated things.  When

plus is standing on this own origin, then minus is standing upon hers.  But conversely,

when plus takes minus’ origin as his, then she is taking his origin as hers.  The origins of

the activities of plus and minus are never fixated.

Therefore we must never fixate plus and minus.  As we practice plus and minus,

we must clearly understand that they are always changing, that plus and minus, within the

process of their acting, will constantly be transforming themselves: plus into minus, and

minus into plus.  

Although people tend to always insist on their selves, and always talk about “my

self”, Buddhism says that there is no such thing as a fixated self.  The self is always

transforming into what was not the self.  If you explain this to people, everybody should

be able to understand that there really is no such thing as an “I am” self.  If you think,

however,  that this  means that  there is no “I am” whatsoever,  then that is  not correct

either.  What doesn’t exist is the fixation  of the “I am”, but the “I am” will always be

appearing, a changed “I am” will always be appearing.  
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When I say a changed self, I mean the self has changed into what was not the self.

That is the phantom self, the transformed self.  It is not possible to understand this ghost

koan without being able to manifest the principle of ghosting yourself.  You have to be

able to manifest the activity of man becoming woman and woman becoming man.  

People put on their faces.  The men put on their gentlemanly face, and the women

put on their womanly face.  The men say, “I’m a pure, clean guy,” and the women say, “I

am a pure woman.”  But I know what really happens!  Inevitably, the men must transform

into women, and women must transform into men.  People say, “I am a good person, I am

pure,” but there is no such thing as those pure people!  Everyone, at least  once, will

experience manifesting transformation. 

But what do these words truly mean?  What does pure really mean, what does

impure really mean? 

I  think  I  began  these  teishos  by  talking  about  true  love,  and  I  said  that  the

manifestation of the activity of true love is when plus and minus totally unify.  There

really is no purity other than that.  But that state of unification, that state of true love can

neither be truly called pure or impure.  It is a state that is not in the world of language, it

is a state that has annihilated all world.  It really is important to live a life of love.

So finally we’ve gotten to the beginning, but it is time to end.  This is really the

heart of the matter, this manifestation of zero, this manifestation of true love.  But I am

just so sad to say that you try to do zazen for ten or twenty or thirty years, but you still

can’t manifest true love, you still can’t do zero.  I guess the folks that can’t understand

will just not understand, will never understand!

Some people come to me, and they cry, and with tears flowing down their cheeks

they say, “I don’t understand.”  But you know,  I am really the one who should be crying.

I’ve been trying to teach you all of these years.  I laugh all of the time, but inside I am

always crying, “Why can’t they understand?”  I am the one who is in a state of regret and

despair and bitterness!  I’m so bitter about it that I want to take up my stick and BAM, hit

you on the head, why can’t you understand! 
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The translator should keep his voice down.  He always thinks, “This is the time to

shout,” and then he just leads everybody astray.  

True love is very important, but don’t forget that true love is never fixated.  I have

to warn you that it is a big mistake to go around thinking and saying, “The Roshi said

true love is very important,” and then get tied up by true love, attached to true love.  The

translator should understand this.  It is really terrible to get tied up by true love.  

True love will manifest, and true love is very important.  As you know we call the

state of true love many different things, we call it God, we call it the dharmakaya, we call

it the unification of guest and host, the unification of object and subject.  But whatever

you call it, this state of true love is not fixated.  Inevitably it will burst open, inevitably

subject and object will separate from each other.  

There is nothing more wonderful, there is nothing nobler than the manifestation of

true love, which in Buddhism we also call the dharmakaya.  We also call this state the

manifestation of the Cosmic Buddha Vairochana.  But that Cosmic Buddha, that state of

true love inevitably will divide itself in two, and when it does the three worlds of past,

present, and future will appear.  That is the human world.

Please see here the difference between God’s world, the dharmakaya world, and

the human world.   Even God’s world,  even the dharmakaya world,  even the Cosmic

Buddha world  is  not  fixated.   This  world is  only  manifest  within  the process  of  the

dharma activity’s constant action.

It is unfortunate that in the teaching of Brahmanism it seems as if they ended up

fixating God’s existence.  This is the difference between Buddhism and Hinduism, or

Brahmanism.   Brahmanism teaches  that  the  god Brahma is  the  one that  controls  the

activity of karma, and really that is a pretty good way, if you must understand God in

some way,  to  understand God.   The problem is  that  they  fixate  God.   God is  never

fixated, it only is part of the process.  

Everything, according to Buddhism, is process itself.  There is not even one single

fixated thing, ever!  Not God, not Buddha, and of course not our human world  either.   It
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seems, unfortunately, that all religions have this strong God-fixation.  All religions, not

just  Brahmanism of  India,  but  most  religions  strongly  fixate  God  and  therefore,  for

people who are steeped in that culture, it is very hard to learn Zen.  

Neither God nor the human position are fixated.  But the moment you fixate them

with your thinking, there - that is when you have made a ghost!  The thing that you are

looking at disappears.  That is a ghost.  

I haven’t really gotten to the end of the explanation of ghosts, but we should stop

here today.               

The end       
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